6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Leonardo Da Vinci/I Am Amelia Earhart
  ○ Leonardo da Vinci | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Booklet
  ○ Leonardo da Vinci | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Activities

6:30 am Peg + Cat: The Robin Hood Problem/The Owl and the Pussy Cat Problem
  ○ Clean Up Time | Everyday Learning Video
  ○ Clean Up Time | Everyday Learning - Activity

7:00 am Cyberchase: Totally Rad
  ○ Finding the Circle's Center | Cyberchase - Video
  ○ Finding the Circle's Center | Cyberchase - Teaching Tips

7:30 am SciGirls: Horsing Around
  ○ SciGirls | Horsing Around: Plan - Video
  ○ SciGirls | Horsing Around: Plan - Teaching Tips

8:00 am Ready Jet Go! A Hammer and A Feather/Commander Mom
  ○ How to Build a Rocket and Think Like an Engineer - Video
  ○ How to Build a Rocket and Think Like an Engineer - Teacher's Guide

8:30 am Peg + Cat: Richard the Third/The Lemonade Problem
  ○ Ordinal Animals | Sesame Street - Video
  ○ Race Car - Peg + Cat | PBS KIDS Lab - Game

9:00 am Clifford the Big Red Dog: When I Grow Up/Not Now, I’m Busy
  ○ All Around Birdwell | Clifford the Big Red Dog - Interactive
  ○ Little Helper | Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood - Video

9:30 am Pinkalicious & Peteriffic: Face Painting/Sailing Away
  ○ Paper Folding | Sesame Street - Video
  ○ Jumping Fold a Frog Craft | Sesame Street - Activity

10:00 am NOVA Meteor Strike
  ○ Asteroids & Comets | Science Trek - Video
  ○ The Odds of an Asteroid Strike | NOVA NEXT - Article

11:00 am Walk in the Park with Nick Molle: Nature of the Beasts
  ○ Human Impact on Wildlife | Nature - Lesson Plan
  ○ Human Impact on Wildlife | Nature - Activity
• 12:00 pm Africa's Great Civilizations: Commerce and the Clash of Civilizations
  ○ Africa's Great Civilizations Collection
• 1:00 pm Peep and the Big Wide World: Reflection Affection/Peep Deep in the Big Muddy
  ○ Recycled Reflections - Video, Activity
• 1:30 pm Martha Speaks: Alice Tells A Story/Pirates and Princesses
  ○ T.D. Tells a Story - Martha Speaks | PBS KIDS Lab - Video
  ○ Read Good Books!: Item, Location, Character - Video
• 2:00 pm Sesame Street: New Year’s Eve On Sesame Street
  ○ Between the Lions - Opposite Bunny: Asleep/Awake - Video
  ○ Bedtime Mobile Craft | Sesame Street
• 2:30 pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Sharing at the Library/Daniel Shares with Margaret
  ○ Sharing | Daniel Tiger: Life's Little Lessons - Videos, Background Reading
• 3:00 pm Little Women on Masterpiece: Part One
  ○ MASTERPIECE | Little Women - Collection
• 4:00 pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History “The Storm (1920-1933)”
  ○ The Roosevelts: An Intimate History - Collection